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BDD in Action: Behavior-driven development for the whole software lifecycleManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		BDD in Action teaches you the Behavior-Driven Development model and shows you how to integrate it into your existing development process. First you'll learn how to apply BDD to requirements analysis to define features that focus your development efforts on underlying business goals. Then,...
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CO2 Injection in the Network of Carbonate Fractures (Petroleum Engineering)Springer, 2020

	
		This book presents guidelines for the design, operation and monitoring of CO2 injection in fractured carbonates, with low permeability in the rock matrix, for geological storage in permanent trapping. 

	
		CO2 migration is dominated by fractures in formations where the hydrodynamic and geochemical effects induced by the...
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The Inmates Are Running the Asylum : Why High Tech Products Drive Us Crazy and How to Restore the Sanity (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2004
The Inmates are Running the Asylum argues that, despite appearances, business executives are simply not the ones in control of the high-tech industry. They have inadvertently put programmers and engineers in charge, leading to products and processes that waste huge amounts of money, squander customer loyalty, and erode competitive advantage. They...
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Beyond Constructivism: Models and Modeling Perspectives on Mathematics Problem Solving, Learning, and TeachingRoutledge, 2003


	This book evolved out of research that began more than 25 years ago, based on a

	National Science Foundation-supported project investigating the question: what

	is needed, beyond having a mathematical idea that enables students to use it in

	everyday problem-solving situations! (Lesh, Landau, & Hamilton, 1983). Large

	portions...
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How to Cheat at IT Project ManagementSyngress Publishing, 2005
Unlike any other book you'll find, this IT project management book synthesizes project management fundamentals, IT processes and procedures, and business fundamentals. Learn how to align your IT projects to the company's strategic objectives. Also learn how to determine which project will solve the right problem at the right time while still...
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Continuous Delivery: Reliable Software Releases through Build, Test, and Deployment AutomationAddison Wesley, 2010

	Getting software released to users is often a painful, risky, and time-consuming process. This groundbreaking new book sets out the principles and technical practices that enable rapid, incremental delivery of high quality, valuable new functionality to users. Through automation of the build, deployment, and testing...
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Integration of ICT in Smart OrganizationsIdea Group Publishing, 2006
The production and service of the 21st century is based on distributed or networked organizations. The denomination of these organizations can be different (extended-, virtual-, smart-organization, etc.), but there are some main important common characteristics. In this type of organizations, flexible, independent organizational and production...
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VMware ESX Server in the Enterprise: Planning and Securing Virtualization ServersPrentice Hall, 2008
VMware ESX Server in the Enterprise is the definitive, real-world guide to planning, deploying, and managing today’s leading virtual infrastructure platform in mission-critical environments.
 

Drawing on his extensive experience consulting on large-scale ESX Server implementations,...
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Software Testing and Quality Assurance: Theory and PracticeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
A superior primer on software testing and quality assurance, from integration to execution and automation
This important new work fills the pressing need for a user-friendly text that aims to provide software engineers, software quality professionals, software developers, and students with the fundamental developments in testing theory and...
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Network WarriorO'Reilly, 2011

	The examples used in this book are taken from my own experiences, as well as from
	the experiences of those with or for whom I have had the pleasure of working. Of course,
	for obvious legal and honorable reasons, the exact details and any information that
	might reveal the identities of the other parties involved have been changed.
...
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Working with Coders: A Guide to Software Development for the Perplexed Non-TechieApress, 2017

	Get introduced to the fascinating world inhabited by the professional software developer. Aimed at a non-technical audience, this book aims to de-obfuscate the jargon, explain the various activities that coders undertake, and analyze the specific pressures, priorities, and preoccupations that developers are prone to. In each case it offers...
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Microsoft SharePoint Server 2007 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Welcome to the Microsoft SharePoint Server 2007 Bible. We are so excited about this release of the SharePoint technologies as there is a great deal that is included with this product that the realm of what is possible is enormous. Web content management, records management, workflow, and business intelligence as...
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